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Porous Media
Fiber[1] Foam[2]
Microscopic geometry Macroscopic (bulk) properties




Reduction of the panel’s vibration
Power dissipation within the porous layer
Layered system energy loss factor
Fiber / strut size
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General Approach
• Analytical modeling to build the connection[3–11]
• AFR: micro-bulk relations for porous media made of fibers
• ACM / TMM: bulk-acoustical relations including Johnson-Champoux-Allard 
(JCA) model[12], Biot theory[13-16] and B.C.s interpretation
• NFD: acoustical-damping relations including Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, 
wavenumber-space Fourier transform[17] and power analysis[18]
Ø ACM / TMM + NFD + AFR provided an micro-damping model to maximize 
fibrous media’s damping performance by optimizing their microstructures















• Input bulk properties and output acoustical properties
• ACM / TMM: bulk-acoustical relations including Johnson-Champoux-Allard 
(JCA) model[12], Biot theory[13–16] and B.C.s interpretation
















wavenumbers (3) B.C.s 
interpret
Satisfactory solutions of 
stress and displacement 
waves propagating within 







Ø Classic models from Mason 1927[19] (origin of transfer matrix, used for acoustic filters)
Ø Transfer matrices: 2x2 (fluid-like),[20] 4x4 (elastic solid),[21–24] 6x6 (poro-elastic)
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By matrix order 
reduction
By B.C.s global 
assembly




By matrix order 
reduction
* Further summarized in Allard and Atalla’s book[29] (2009)
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limp porous layer [2x2]
• Challenge: how to couple 
layers with different 
dimensions?
• Acoustic fields connected by a two-by-two transfer matrix 
TMM for a Limp 
Porous Layer[20]












B.C.s at 𝑧 = 0
B.C.s at 𝑧 = 𝑑
At 𝑧 = 0 𝑝" 𝑣$" +
At 𝑧 = 𝑑 𝑝' 𝑣$' +
Ø The acoustical properties 𝑝" 𝑣$" + and 𝑝' 𝑣$' + can be predicted 
based on TMM given bulk properties
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• Acoustic fields connected by a dimension-reduced two-by-two transfer matrix
Proposed TMM for an 
Elastic Solid Layer















B.C.s at 𝑧 = 0
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Proposed TMM for a 
Poro-Elastic Layer



















B.C.s at 𝑧 = 0





= 𝑇"" 𝑇"'𝑇'" 𝑇''
𝑝
𝑣$ $05
Ø TMM model prediction accuracy: to be verified by the classic ACM model
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1. Constructing transfer matrix
Ø By matching arbitrary amplitude coefficients on both sides, a 6 x 6 transfer 
matrix can be solved for the poro-elastic layer
z=0 
z=d 
σz(z=0) uz(z=0) s(z=0) Uz(z=0) 𝛕xz(z=0) ux(z=0)
σz(z=d) uz(z=d) s(z=d) Uz(z=d) 𝛕xz(z=d) ux(z=d)
Poro-Elastic 
TMM Coupling
Poro-elastic layer transfer matrix 6 x 6
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11 12 13 14 15 16
21 22 23 24 25 26
31 32 33 34 35 36
41 42 43 44 45 46
51 52 53 54 55 56
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( )
4 6 4 2
1 0 0 0 0 0 (1 ) 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
z
z
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2. Constructing boundary condition matrices on both sides of the layer
Ø To connect the poro-elastic field and the air field by M & N matrices
• Example here: 
open surface 









4x6 Matrix M 4x2 Matrix N
4x6 Matrix M 4x2 Matrix N




3. Matrices coupling by singular value decomposition (SVD)
Ø To acquire 4x6 [coupling_matrix] (at z=0) and 6x4 [coupling_matrix_2] (at z=d), thus 
reducing the transfer matrix dimension to 4 x 4:
[ ]
11 12 13 14 15 16
21 22 23 24 25 26
31 32 33 34 35 36
4 6
41 42 43 44 45 46
51 52 53 54 55 560
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Coupling matrix
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[ ] [ ]
11 12 13 14 15 16
21 22 23 24 25 26
31 32 33 34 35 36
4 6 6 4
41 42 43 44 45 46
51 52 53 54 55 56
61 62 63 64 65 66 6 6
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Coupling matrix Coupling matrix
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6 x 6 to 4 x 4 – dimension 
reduced by SVD (details 
are following)
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4. Matrices coupling by QR decomposition
Ø To reduce the 4 x 4 matrix to 2 x 2, so that it can be coupled with 






















cos𝜃 𝑇'" + 𝑇''




4 x 4 to 2 x 2 – dimension reduced by QRD




21 220 2 2z zz z d
P T T P
v T T v
= ´ =
é ù é ù é ù
=ê ú ê ú ê ú
ë û ë û ë û
𝑅 =
(𝑇""/𝑇'") cos𝜃/𝜌1𝑐 − 1
(𝑇""/𝑇'") cos𝜃/𝜌1𝑐 + 1
Rigid-backed
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• Matrices coupling – SVD on z = 0 side
• At z=0, originally we have
( ) 0
4 6 4 2
0
1 0 0 0 0 0 (1 ) 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 1
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ë û4x6 B.C. Matrix M 4x2 B.C. Matrix N
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• First we do SVD to N:
[ ]
11 12 13 14 15 16 1
H21 22 23 24 25 26 2
2 2
31 32 33 34 35 36 0
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• Matrices coupling – SVD on z = 0 side
• Then we have
4x6 Matrix A
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Poro-Elastic 
TMM Coupling
31 32 33 34 35 36
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• Matrices coupling – SVD on z = 0 side
• Then we put all parameter matrices on left side
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[ ] 11 12 13 14 15 1612 2
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• We put four equations together and then we have the 1st 4x6 coupling matrix at z=0:  
• Matrices coupling – SVD on z = d side
• At z = d, we also do SVD:
• U, V are orthogonal (U-1 = UH, V-1 = VH)
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0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
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( )
4 6 4 2
1 0 0 0 0 0 (1 ) 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
z
z




















[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]H4 6 4 4 4 6 6 6M U S V´ ´ ´ ´=
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• But this time we do SVD to M:
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]H H4 6 6 6 4 4 4 2
z
z
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• Matrices coupling – SVD on z = d side
• Then we have 4x2 Matrix B
V51 – V66 are elements in V matrix 
after Hermitian transpose
X1 and X2 values are not important 
because they will be eliminated by 
QR decomposition in the end
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Poro-Elastic 
TMM Coupling
51 52 53 54 55 56
61 62 63 64 65 66
1
2
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• Fill the [S] matrix with two lines to make it square  
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• Matrices coupling – SVD on z = d side
• Again, we put all parameter matrices on right side
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• Matrices coupling – QR decomposition
• We have 4 x 4 transfer matrix to connect z=0 and z=d
4x2 Matrix C 4x4 Matrix D
• Q is orthogonal (Q-1 = QH), R is upper-triangle
[ ] [ ] [ ]4 4 4 4 4 4D Q R´ ´ ´=
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• We can write it as
• Then we do QR decomposition to matrix D 
• Matrices coupling – QR decomposition
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• Divide the equations into 3 parts:
• Matrices coupling – QR decomposition
• Plug 2 and 3 back to 1 then we have: 2x2 Matrix F
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• Coupling process summary for poro-elastic layers
Ø Solve for poro-elastic layer transfer matrix:  6 x 6
Ø Construct B.C. matrices on each side: M: 4 x 6, N: 4 x 2
Ø SVD on each side: 6 x 6 reduced to 4 x 4
Ø QR decomposition: 4 x 4 reduced to 2 x 2
• Big idea: elements in M and N change based on different B.C.s (open 
surface, sealed panel/screen, etc.) while maintaining same dimensions
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TMM Coupling 
Summary
• Coupling process summary for elastic solid layers
Ø Solve for poro-elastic layer transfer matrix:  4 x 4
Ø Construct B.C. matrices on each side: M: 3 x 4, N: 3 x 2
Ø SVD on each side: 4 x 4 reduced to 3 x 3
Ø QR decomposition: 3 x 3 reduced to 2 x 2
22
Results: ACM vs. TMM
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Results: ACM vs. TMM
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1 cm air gap3 cm poro-elastic layer
Similarity due to symmetry 24
Results: ACM vs. TMM
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Application of TMM to 
Observe Rayleigh Waves
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2.5 cm aluminum modeled as 
an elastic solid layer
Air half-space
𝑧 = 0
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• Newly-developed Transfer Matrix Method (TMM) based on SVD and QRD 
helps to couple higher ordered layered elements such as poro-elastic layer 
(6x6) and elastic solid layer (4x4) with lower ordered layered elements 
(2x2) by multiplying them into series
• The TMM model has the advantage of modeling efficiency while 
maintaining the calculation efficiency
• The accuracy of the TMM model was verified by the classic ACM model
27
• This presentation will be posted at Herrick E-Pubs: http://docs.lib.purdue.edu/herrick/
• An extended version has been submitted to Journal of Applied Physics
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